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Smart building – what it is?

 What it is?  Different meanings of „smart“
 Why do we need smarter buidings?

Economy? Comfort?
 How to plan?  Consultants?  Planners?

Cooperation with owners?
 How to build?
 How to make existing buildings smarter?



Why do we need smart building?

 Do we need it because of regulations?
 Do we need it because of building owner

comfort and needs?
 Do we need it because of building owner

economy?
 Smart building must have complex solutions

for that. Not only some fun app’s for phones,
but very technical automated background
funcions.



Smart for nonresidental and
residental buildings
 Demands for residental and non-residental

buildings are very different.
 In nonresidental buildings most attention on

energy efficiency
 Monitoring of alarms, air and oil filter

conditions etc
 In residental buildings can be added more

comfort functions like emotional light scenes,
TV- or multiroom audio systems, security etc,



Smart for nonresidental and
residental buildings
 Nonresidental
 Climate (heat/cool)
 Lighting
 Shading

 Nonresidental
 Climate (heat/cool)
 Lighting
 Shading
 Multiroom audio
 White technics
 Comfort functions

 Time programs, presence detecting
 Remote controlling, alarms, etc



Classical building automation



EN 15232 classifies

 classifies functions of building automation
regarding energy efficiency

 shows potential for energy savings by using
building automation



Efficiency class «C» and «D» is
today standard



Aspects of heating control



Aspects of cooling control



Aspects of VAC control



How to plan smarter building

 Ask for information from specialists
 Consultant helps to find Your needs
 After that You can choose the technology and

equipment, standards
 Planner can make the technical drawings
 Tenders
 Building
 Happy customer



Different standards, wired and
wireless...



Different standards, wired and
wireless...  Nonresidental
 Different protocols for BACS are supported

over the world
 Some of them are very widly used, some are

not
 For field level (different rooms, floors) and

automation level most common is KNX
 For automation level to management level

BACnet is widly used



Different standards, wired and
wireless...  Nonresidental

 For example State Real Estate Ltd, (hereinafter RKAS) has given
technical specifications for office and school buildings, available on
their web pages to everybody.

 Building automation principles have described very well for their
needings there. Main reason here is energy efficiency and fast
reactions to different possible problems. Class „A“ and „B“

 Described, how secure must be communication to servers
 Different STANDARD protocols are supported, BACnet or LonTalk,

KNX, servers for TAC Vista, Honeywell, Siemens, Johnston Control
 Everything wired...



Different standards, wired and
wireless... Residental

Safety

Roller Blinds

Lighting

Remote Operation

Intelligent
Door Lock

HeatingComfort package

Awnings

Communication

Alarming

Multimedia



Different standards, wired and
wireless... Residental



Different standards, wired and
wireless... Residental
 In private houses KNX is most common

protocol.
 Very wide product range, covering all needs

from light management to audio, design
products to most demanding persons

 Easy Adaption to a new Use of the Room, no
Changes of the Wiring



KNX - for different buildings
Gardermoeni lennuväli, Norra

TrepTowers, Berliin

Frankfurt,
kommertspank



KNX - for different buildings

Medium
Office buildings

Bigger
Office buildings

Management
level

Automation
level

Field level

Private buildingsSmaller
Office buildings

EIBnet BACnet

BACnet



Conventional systems



Integrated systems



Building costs
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Yearly costs
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Functions

KNX / conventional
installation

Only local
functions + central

functions + time
functions,
constant
light  etc

+ shade
functions,
scenes etc + special

room
functions

Energy saving
Savings thanks to reprogramming, instead of rewirering



How to make buildings smarter?

 For existing non-smart buildings: the same
principle as for new buildings: WIRED

 If not possible, You can use some wireless
systems as a booby prize



Different wireless standards
While wired building automation systems (BAS) are both successful and easily
implemented when planned in advance and installed during new construction,
they are not always a viable solution when dealing with existing or historical
buildings, where adding cables can be challenging, costly or aesthetically
unappealing. In instances such as this, wireless systems or hybrid systems (a
combination of wired and wireless) are often the ideal solution, there are pros and
cons of wireless building automation systems to be considered.
In a BAS network there are mainly three tiers. Tier 1 (top level — primary bus) is
where devices such as logic controllers, workstation terminals, Web servers, and
other supervisory devices are networked. Tier 2 (the secondary bus) connects to
major mechanical, electrical, and plumbing components like the central plant
controller, air volume box controller (VAV), boiler controller, and lighting controller.
The third tier is where end devices like thermostats, lighting sensors and other
sensors are located. The most common implementation for wireless BAS has
been at the sensor level (tier 3) due to the ease of installation, flexibility, and lower
installed cost.
From an IT perspective, there are six key components for wireless: available
technology types, reliability, wireless link, interference, security, and battery life.



Different wireless standards

KNX RF



Internet of Things?

 Nice promo from some IT people
 Today no standars at all
 Different products from different producers do

not communicate, even products from the
same producer do not




